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Temporary Evacuation and Relief Centre Design Management 
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Abstract —The study mainly focuses on natural disaster temporary 
evacuation and relief centre design management which highlights on 
the monsoon floods in Malaysia as a case study. Currently, the type 
of evacuation centre that has been practiced is often referred to 
government or public facilities, such as mosques, schools, churches 
or even community halls. The after affect of every event is devastating 
which leaves the building in a state of destructions of property, garbage 
and sewerage system is clogged. On the other hand, the location wise is 
far most important in order to cater for accessibility of victims and rescuing 
team. Using interviews and observations as data collection methods, it 
is assured that the natural disaster situation of temporary evacuation 
system requires improvements in order to facilitate the victims, rescuers or 
to salvage public property. Nevertheless, Non-Governmental Organizations 
always provide temporary tents or shelters, of which that only focuses on 
some part of the needs; the resting place. This is however is not enough 
considering the situations of the victims from various family sizes and 
ages such as toddlers and senior citizens. Apart from foods and warm 
resting shelter, medication is a priority in order to accommodate the needy; 
physically and emotionally. With that, the inflatable type of shelter which is 
portable and easy to assemble and install is recommended. As a result, it 
leads towards the design management which needed to be considered such 
as; safe zone area, shelter management, hygienic system and accessibility 
for land or/and air transportation. The ‘togetherness’ concept under one 
roof makes a situation more manageable especially in such difficult and 
stressful time. Thus, a few recommendation plans with a conceptual size of 
required area has been suggested. All these plans have similar temporary 
evacuation and relief centre management system with different plan 
arrangements. Moreover, these portable temporary shelters can be kept at 
any local Fire and Rescue Department or any District Police Station as it 
would be logistically more convenient.  Most of the victims hope that the 
temporary evacuation centre will provide them good facilities and basic 
comfort. Being emotionally affected, they also need a proper medication 
and attention. Natural disasters never discriminate any gender or ages as it 
will cause suffers and tortures who ever that may be involved.
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1.     OVERVIEW
Malaysia has been experiencing either natural or man-made disasters which result 
in damages of properties and causing casualties (Ibrahim and Fakhru’l-Radzi, 
2006). The natural disasters that commonly occur include landslide, drought, 
earth quake and floods. However, during the Northeast Monsoon season starting 
December every year, heavy rains that cause floods take place. Moreover, 
it’s characterized by two monsoon regimes, namely the Southwest Monsoon from 
late May to September, and the Northeast Monsoon from November to March. 
The Northeast Monsoon brings heavy rainfall, particularly to the east coast states 
of Peninsular Malaysia and western Sarawak, whereas the Southwest Monsoon 
normally signifies relatively drier weather. When the flood occurs, all the victims 
need to be evacuated immediately to the safest evacuation centre. At this 
moment, all the victims are only keen to save their life and need to leave behind 
their belongings and properties. At this particular time, the victims needed proper 
and safe place to stay.
The Crisis and Disaster Management (MKN) has been setup under the Prime 
Minister Office to play their role in crisis and disaster management throughout 
Malaysia. With the mandate given, it looks into prevention and mitigation, as 
well as preparedness and response during emergencies.(MKN website, 2016). 
Moreover, MKN has published the 20th Order(Arahan MKN ke 20) since 1997 
to facilitate and standardize the procedures of crisis and disaster management. 
(ibid) The order since has been the guideline towards disaster management 
agencies used locally and internationally. The order stated that the crisis 
management led by a commander; the Police District Officer while the Malaysia 
Community and Welfare Department (JKMM) look after the evacuation and relief 
centre respectively. Disaster management in Malaysia is traditionally based 
almost entirely on a government-centric top-down approach (Chan, (2014). 
2.     PROBLEMS
In most of the natural disaster crisis in Malaysia, the victims know where to 
go after receiving the evacuation warnings. They need to move temporarily to 
government facilities such as a school, community hall or mosque. Here, 
all the victims gathered and looked after from the respective government 
agencies and more often from non-government organizations. However, most 
of the facilities are not suitable to be located as a temporary evacuation site. 
This is because the criterion of building is not made for evacuation centre; 
e.g., although the school building has separated classrooms, it doesn’t provide 
privacy for the victims. Moreover, temporary evacuation sites do not have proper 
places to sleep and a denigrated place for medical attention. The sick and 
elderly victims sometimes need proper attention from doctors or medical assistants 
before transported for further medication at the nearest hospital. The cold and 
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wet weather will affect the children and cause an illnesses like cold and flu (Davis, 
2002). In addition, evacuees have to sleep on the floor with improper mattress 
and blankets (Simon, 2005). With improper facilities, the victims sometimes feel 
reluctant to move out and may choose to stay behind despite risking their life. On 
the other hand, some of the victims did not manage to evacuate as their village 
is located in a tough geographical areas such as mountainous or thick jungle 
areas. In the event of a crisis, it may be necessary to evacuate all, or part of the 
villagers. However, in certain circumstances, it is needed to evacuate the whole 
villagers which require a larger space for temporary evacuation site. 
3.  RESEARCH AIMS
This study aims to propose a proper survival centre/site for evacuee during disaster 
and crisis. These are the time when all the victims need the 
temporary evacuation centres rather than going after relatives houses. With that, 
the aim of the research is to create awareness of the needs for better evacuation 
and management centres as the victims feel hesitate to evacuate their houses and 
being assembled at a designated place. A better quality of life to be ensured within 
the temporary evacuation centres which also focuses;
• Providing a better shelter and evacuation centres
• Accessible from various mode; land, water or air space
• A temporary shelter with amenities such as solar powered and safe drinking water 
• Relevant for the evacuees to evacuate their damaged or riskyhouses 
• Easy to be located by the rescue team before reaching the affected areas 
The research may solve these problems in terms of providing victims a proper 
temporary evacuation centre. The proper and well planned amenities provided at 
the temporary evacuation centre will prevent the outbreak of diseases which is 
easily spread during the crisis. These temporary evacuation centre system could 
be used for any types of calamities including tsunamis, flash floods and other 
crisis or disaster.
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4.     METHODOLOGIES
Interviews are useful to access the prime data from the disaster evacuees at 
temporary evacuation sites. Moreover, observational study has been conducted 
at the affected areas as data collection methods. Apart from that, documents 
such as newspapers, journals and web blogs have been analysed to strengthen 
and support the data. 
 
5.     FINDINGS: DESIGN CONSIDERATION
The ‘togetherness’ concept in one roof will make the situations more manageable, 
especially for monitoring purposes. If help or assistance is needed, they will only 
need to go to Headquarters tent for assistance. There will be a representative 
from JKMM to help with registrations of the victims and provide them with food. The 
victims at the evacuation site can be put into different categories; healthy, sick, 
pregnant, elderly, infants and the disabled. The temporary evacuation shelter 
must be suitable for any types of situations mainly for medical and relief centre. 
It must be also located at proper designated areas considered with topography, 
ground cover and soil conditions (Patrick Sauer, 2001: 217).The locations of 
the shelters could be anywhere, as long it is confirmed safe to the victims and 
declared as a ‘green area’ and easy to locate for the supply of foods and other 
items essential for survival. The purpose of this plan is to prescribe the needs of 
emergency shelters for people displaced from their dwellings by an emergency 
or disaster. The function of an evacuation center is to take care for the disaster 
victims who are homeless. 
  The temporary evacuation center location needs to be setup at a 
higher ground level. However, it must be accessible at least by air or land. 
The shelter location must be on a field with a minimum area of 20 meters by 20 
meters. This is minimum size that can hold a maximum of 25 people at one time. 
Moreover, these portable temporary shelters will be stored at any local government 
authorities such as Fire and Rescue Department or any District Police Station or 
even selected leaders for ease in terms of logistics. As such, the following basic 
considerations have to be taken into account as shown in Table 1.
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Planning The location is higher area from disaster zone and must be accessible 
Shelter
The material used has to be the durable, weather proof and cheap. Color 
is the most important for reorganization. The shelter should take into ac-
count of comfort level for the victims and should include the beds, pillows 
and blankets. Very fast installation such as using the inflatable methods to 
setup. The shelter should also be able to accommodate all victims.
Hygiene Proper public toilet facilities and a drainage system to control from spread-ing diseases.
Storage The size of folded temporary tents must be storable and be made of light weight material for easy installation. 
Evacuee
The design of the shelter must include the awareness of the target user 
groups such as children (infant): needs boil water, pregnant women, el-
derly, injured and sick people. 
Logistic Lightweight material and durable. Easy to handle and transport by a small-er vehicle or boat.
Material Durable, cheap and maintenance free. Safe material from side effects and weather proof.
Facilities
Several types of facilities needed ;
· Relief centre: Requires a doctor or medical assistant to assist all the 
time, supply the medicine and relief.
· Headquarters: For officially from local authorities, police department, 
rescuers, government and non-government bodies for their adminis-
trative work.
· Camp for the victims: Must have blankets, pillows, single or double 
decked bed.
· Electricity supply is required for lighting system or any kind of basic 
needs. A generator or solar system for generating electricity should 
be used.
· Drinking water: Water Pump and filtration, using a basic water filtration 
system temporarily.
· Quarter master: The food preparation area for victims or volunteers 
to cooks 
· Storage hut for storing food or dry clothes
Table 1: Design consideration for Temporary Evacuation and Relief Centre
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6.     CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the needs of temporary evacuation centre during crisis and 
disaster time are important as shelters for evacuees can be gathered in 
controlled environment. As a preventive measure taken, the contingency plan is 
for precautions that will be useful during disaster. In relation with that, victims may 
easily face emotional and physical stress while looking forward for a place to feel 
safe and comfortable temporarily.
With the newly designed planning system, it can be used under any 
circumstances with different environments to meet the needs during 
any disastrous event. Moreover, every relief centre has to have medical 
personnel on standby all the time in case of emergency. In addition, a temporary 
ward for critical patients is also needed to control any diseases from spreading 
out infecting other victims.
7.     RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendation for temporary evacuation centre for crisis and disaster 
management is defined by the design considerations and amenities. The 
consideration is more likely towards the usage of inflatable types of tents 
including the victim’s camp, command centre, medical wards, store, cooking area 
and toilet facilities. Following that, there are 3types of plans suggested which 
can accommodate up to 25 victims at one time. (Refers Plate 1, 2 and 3)
      Plate 1: Plan A          Plate 2: Plan B                   Plate3: Plan C
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Plan A uses a vertical format where both tents are attached together from the 
side of the tents. However, Plan B aligns in a horizontal format. The tents are in 
one row purposely foreasy access between the victim’s camp and medical and 
command centre tents. On the other hand, Plan C represents a split concept 
where it gives a little privacy for victim›s comfort. 
In describing which plan is suitable and more reliable as a temporary evacuation 
site, there are a few features needed to be considered. 
Features Plan A Plan B Plan C
Plan concept Vertical Horizontal Split
Size of required area 16 m X 20 m 21 m X 17 m 20 m X 16 m
Traffic flows Not too crowded Very crowded Quite privacy
Accesses between the 
tents Yes Yes Yes
Joined tents Yes Yes Yes
Privacy No privacy No privacy Yes
Attached to others tent Small open at-tached
Large open at-
tached Not attached
Ward privacy
Not too privacy as 
it attached to the 
camp
No privacy Quite privacy
Access to toilet Yes Yes Yes
Access to kitchen and 
store Yes Yes Yes
Table 2: Layout Comparisons between Plans
As shown in Table 2, Plan C is more likely to meet the victim›s criterion. However, 
it is crucial to consider the environment, geographical area and other related 
circumstances before it can be very useful as a temporary evacuation and relief 
centre.
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